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Mr Bleaney.  Philip Larkin

1. Make a brief prose summary of the poem.

The speaker, who may be identified with the poet, is shown a room to rent by a landlady, 
who tells him that the previous occupant was a Mr Bleaney.  Although the room is 
unattractive and comfortless, the speaker decides to take it, and over the next few weeks 
or months comes to learn a lot about Mr Bleaney's habits and preferences. However, the 
poet admits at the end that whether Mr Bleaney ever considered that his cheerless 
circumstances were what he deserved is a question he is unable to answer.

2. Now consider the following poetical features:

• the rhyme scheme
• the metre
• the diction (formal, colloquial, abstract etc)
• the use or not of figurative language (metaphor, simile)

How do these contribute to the poem's effectiveness?

The ryhme scheme is extremely regular, almost repetitive (abab), which contributes to the 
sense of the monotony of Mr Bleaney's life (its “yearly frame”). The iambic pentameters 
are the metrical form which most closely resembles the natural rhythm of spoken English. 
The diction is colloquial, and at first glance almost banal, mirroring the bare, stripped-down 
room which is Mr Bleaney's home. On a closer glance, however, certain puzzles present 
themselves.  What is “the Bodies”? What is the precise meaning of “he warranted no 
better”? What is the “hired box”? Why is the wind “frigid” and why does it “tousle” the 
clouds.

Now let us look at the poem in more detail.

1. What words come to mind when you read the name “Mr Bleaney”
Perhaps “bleak”, and “mean”. Bleak means cold, empty, unwelcoming, without hope, all 
which seem to fit the situation of Mr Bleaney.

2. “The Bodies” is a colloquial reference to a car-body manufacturing plant. Does it 
have any other resonance?

There is a hint that Mr Bleaney has left “the bodies”, ie has left his body, has died. The 
idea of death is thus raised immediately. Beginning the third line with a capitalised They 
emphasises the power of “Them” and gives the impression of Mr Bleaney as someone at 
the mercy of higher forces (Higher Management), but also in a more profound sense, that 
we are all powerless in the face of destiny. 
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3. How do the details in the description of the room add to our impression of Mr 
Bleaney?

We seem to attribute the qualities of the room to Mr Bleaney. The curtains are “thin and 
frayed”, and we imagine him as similarly thin (and afraid?). The upright chair is hard and 
comfortless, but “upright” also means “honest” - perhaps we have a hint that there is also 
something to admire about Mr Bleaney? The bulb will cast little light, the inference is that 
Mr Bleaney shed little light in his life. There is “no hook” - perhaps again an idea that Mr 
Bleaney is “straight” despite everything. The “books and bags” perhaps represent the 
“baggage” which we must all discard at death. 

4. How do you read the landlady's comment about the garden?

It could be ironic, coming after the description of the garden as “tussocky, littered”. Or 
perhaps we are meant to see something admirable about Mr Bleaney's heroic attempts to 
hold back decay, a kind of modern Sisyphus or existential hero. The landlady speaks of Mr 
Bleaney with a kind of respect, perhaps even affection. Perhaps she regrets that he never 
“took her in hand” like the garden. In that case,the aridness of Mr Bleaney's life is in some 
sense self-afflicted. He “egged her on” to buy the TV or radio set, perhaps because he 
wanted to be free of her chatter.

5. “I know” ….. “I don't know”. What does the speaker know and what doesn't he 
know?

He knows the superficial detail of Mr Bleaney's life, but he has no insight into the state of 
his soul. This is the condition of all of us regarding other people.

6. In a recording of the poem, Larkin stresses “he” in the penultimate stanza. What 
effect does this have?

The implication is that the poet himself does “watch the frigid wind”, “grin” and “shiver”. 
Thus the poem is no longer primarily concerned with the unknown and unknowable Mr 
Bleaney, but is a reflection on himself. Does he deserve “no better” than his present 
surroundings. Does how we live measure our own nature?

7. What is the significance of “frigid” and “grinned”?

Frigid means very cold, but it is also has the meaning of “sexually unresponsive”. Perhaps 
Mr Bleaney's present situation stems from a fear of intimacy, similar to that of Prufrock.
Grinned makes us think of a skull, and hence death once again.
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8. What is the “hired box”

In one sense it is the trunk that Mr Bleaney keeps his possessions in, probably under the 
bed – there is no hook to hang up his clothes. In another, it could be the room, which he 
does not own but rents. But “box” makes us think of a coffin, and hence death again.


